These are some of the instructor’s feedback codes:

- **A** incorrect naming of **author**
- **T** incorrect naming of the **title** of a text
- **I4T** Use *italics* for titles.
- **W4P** Use “**who**” for people, not “**that**”.
- **QF** quotation format needs repair
- **2W** two words
- **#** a ‘countable’ language error, singular/plural nouns and verbs that need to match or ‘agree’.
- **FP** ‘**Funky Punctuation**’—check out the document on the Documents and Links page
- **VT** verb-tense error
- **CBC** Usually, use **commas between clauses**.
- **TE** the “**there expletive**” — Try to avoid this phrasing: *There are many times that we try to …*
  — Instead, simply say it like this: *Many times we try…*
- **RTP** Refine this phrasing—say it another way.
- **AMAE** Ask me about edits—or ask a classmate, or a tutor, or a super-fluent friend.

Squiggly underlining — signifies language that is unclear or inaccurate.

Solid underlining — signifies language that is well phrased or especially meaningful.

Check-marks in the margin — also signify strong claims or effective articulation of ideas.

Exclamation marks – signify extra-important ideas and/or exciting passages.